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Sign, sign, everywhere a sign
Blocking out the scenery,

breaking my mind…

“Signs,” Five Man Electric 
Band, 1970



  

Do you use?

• Orientation and information signs

• Warning or regulatory signs

• Wayside interpretation

• Indoor exhibit labels



  

Some Key Points

Objectives

Audience

Thematic Message

Provoke – Relate - Reveal

Principles of Interpretation



  

Placement

Attention Getting

Layout

Color

Type

Spacing



  

So much time, so little to do….

No Wait, Reverse that!
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10 Seconds to Read



  

TIME’S UP!



  



  

Objective

Audience

Thematic

Provoke –
Relate –
Reveal

Simple and 
creative design



  

Design fits the location



  

Regulatory signs can be 
positive, and interpretive.



  

• Be sure your sign 
says what you 
mean.

• Edit!



  

Graphic representation adds interest, invites 
visitor involvement



  

Visitors involved - 
Objects to manipulate



  



  



  

Titles Matter



  

Active Title
Turns information into a story

Layering

When a tree falls over, it dies. This may be good for the ecosystem but not 
so good for the individual tree. Not surprisingly, trees have evolved a variety 
of mechanisms to remain standing in the wind. Trunks are shaped to resist 
the force of the wind. Roots are deep and wide to anchor into the soil. Most 
of the trees that fell in Hurricane Fran were uprooted, because they could not 
hold on to the saturated soil.

The biggest liability in a wind storm is the drag created by the surface area of 
the leaves. Leaves need to maximize their surface area to take full advantage 
of the sun’s energy for photosynthesis. Yet, that same surface area would 
create enough drag to cause far more trees to fall on even mildly windy days. 
Research has proven that leaves actually reconfigure into shapes such as 
cones or cylinders, that greatly reduce the amount of drag. On the next windy 
day, take time to notice all the marvelous adaptations of your favorite tree.



  



  

Twitter?
Enough words?

Too many?

25 words for an introduction?
70 words for a label?

Number of syllables is more important
than number of words

FOG test
Flesch test

 



  

52

78

90

55

27

302
Titles add 27
TOTAL WORDS = 329 FOG score = 14



  

50

41

19

3052

Title = 7, Captions = 20 192FOG score = 10



  

Readability

• Short sentences – 15 words or less

• Simple sentences

• No jargon or technical terms – if a shorter 
word will work, use it

• Get to the point - lead sentence is most 
important

• Positive, not negative

• Active, not passive

Moscardo, Ballantyne, & Hughes, Designing Interpretive Signs



  

Edit for Grammar



  

Encyclopedia?



  



  



  

Flesch = 36.7          FOG = 14+



  

From Moscardo, Ballantyne, & Hughes, Designing Interpretive Signs



  



  



  

Thank You

The right size for the story: paring down without messing up, 

by Judy Fort Brenneman

Some thoughts on language

FOG & Flesch test formulas

References and contact information

John M Elliott

Handouts Available:

jmelliott@upstreaminterp.com


